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Wetting and growth behaviors in adsorbed systems with long-range forces
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The growth and possible wetting behaviors of an adsorbed film are studied employing a solid-on-
solid model in the presence of a hard wall and external potential V(h) which is of long range. The
model is analyzed with the use of position-space renormalization-group methods within the Migdal
approximation. The existence of wetting transitions and their nature depends on the asymptotic
behavior of V(h) at large distances. We find that critical wetting cannot take place in this model.
From what is known of V(h), we conclude that wetting can be observed only along the gas-liquid
phase boundary, however, first-order transitions between thin and thick films, which may be experi-
mentally difficult to distinguish from wetting, can be observed along any phase boundary. The na-
ture of the global phase diagram depends on the form of V(h) and several general behaviors are
presented. In particular, in the layering subregime we find that the limit of layering critical points is
indeed the bulk roughening temperature as had been suggested by de Oliveira and Griffiths. The
scaling of these layering critical points is given explicitly.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of adsorbed films and the related wetting
transition have been the subject of considerable theoretical
and experimental attention recently. ' In a typical ex-
perimental situation, a cell at temperature T containing
an adsorbate (substrate) is filled with a known amount of
gas, some of which adsorbs on the substrate, forming a
film of thickness l. As the amount of gas, and thereby its
pressure, is increased, the thickness of the film is moni-
tored and various transitions within the film are detected.
Finally, as gas-solid or gas-liquid coexistence is encoun-
tered, the thickness of the film either approaches a finite
limit, in which case the substrate is said to be "not wet"
or "partially wet, " or it increases without limit and the
substrate is said to be "wet." The wetting transition, if it
occurs, is the change from one behavior at coexistence to
the other.

We consider the following mechanism which can lead
to wetting. Suppose that the substrate is not wet at low
temperatures for energy reasons, i e , the net .en. ergy gained
in putting a macroscopically thick film on the substrate
which entails creating a liquid (solid)-substrate interface
(energy gain) and a liquid (solid)-gas interface (energy
cost) is less than that gained by putting on either no film,
which entails only a gas-substrate interface, or a thin film.
As the temperature is increased, the creation of an in-
creasingly thicker film is entropically favored as such a
film allows the existence of an increasing number of sur-
face fluctuations. If the gain in entropy with thickness
more than compensates the cost in energy, the thickness

will grow without limit and wetting results.
The nature of the wetting transition depends crucially

on whether the forces are short range (exponential decay)
or long range (algebraic decay). In the former case,
renormalization-group (RG) calculations have shown that
the transition can be continuous or first order. ' ' If the
wetting is continuous, denoted "critical wetting, " the
singularity in the surface free energy is nonuniversal. '

The upper critical (bulk) dimension is three. Some re-
sults of mean-field theory (MFT) are correct (e.g., that the
transition can be either continuous or first order ' ),
others are not (e.g., that the singularities are classical).

In experimental systems, the forces are long range. In
this case, as we reported earlier (see also Sec. III B3), RG
methods indicate that the above mechanism can only pro-
duce a first-order transition. The upper critical dimension
is unknown for this case, although it has been speculated
to be two for van der Waals forces. "

The nature of the global phase diagram has been ex-
plored by several authors. Three different models have
been employed and have been examined via various
methods. The models are as follows:

(i) Continuum models which have been examined solely
by MFT '

(ii) Lattice-gas models which have been studied using
MFT (Refs. 9 and 12) and nuinerical simulation. ' Such
models most often contain two phases, but two variants
with three possible phases to simulate liquid, gas, and
solid have been considered. ' '

(iii) Solid-on-solid (SOS) models which have been stud-
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ied by RG, ' modified MFT, ' and finite-size scaling
methods. '

The only global studies which have included realistic
long-range adatom-adatom and adatom-substrate forces
are the continuum model calculations employing MFT. '
By the nature of the model, these calculations do not ad-
dress the interesting question of the effect of the roughen-
ing transition on the phase diagram. By the nature of the
method, they cannot address the effect of the thermal
fluctuations.

We have chosen to employ an SOS model specifically
because the phenomenon of roughening can be included. '

Further, we can investigate the question of whether the
limit of the layering critical points is the roughening tem-
perature. ' We utilize real-space RG methods which en-
tail an analysis in a very large parameter space, large
enough to encompass the varied phenomena expected.
Nonetheless, we show that the fixed-point structure and
RG flows are quite simple. The model, the interactions,
and the RG methods we have applied are discussed in Sec.
II. The nature of the global phase diagram depends on
the form of the potential between interface and substrate
V(h). Results for several different forms are presented in
Sec. III according to the behavior encountered: A, wet at
zero temperature; B, not wet at zero temperature. In the
latter case, layering, prewetting, and critical wetting
subregimes are discussed. The question of whether a wet-
ting transition can occur depends only on the asymptotic
behavior of V(h). In Sec. IV we summarize what is
known about V(h) for adsorbed systems which, in con-
junction with our results of Sec. III, enables us to discuss
the possible wetting behaviors in such films.

II. MODEL

tions of a lattice gas. Let us adopt the notation of Ref. 1

that U, is the interaction of an adatom with a single layer
of adatoms a distance s from it, and ws is the interaction
of an adatom with a layer of substrate atoms a distance s
from it. Then the interaction of a single adatom a dis-
tance m above a half-space of adatoms or of substrate
atoms is

1m=a Us~

or

um= s ~

respectively. The energy of a uniform film of thicknesss
n is then easily put into the form of Eq. (2.1) with

V(n)= g (u t —) (2.2)

so that V(n) is the difference between the interaction of
the adatoms in the film with the real substrate and a hy-
pothetical substrate composed of adatoms. As all interac-
tions are attractive (u and t negative), it is seen that if
adatom-substrate interactions are greater in magnitude
than adatom-adatom interactions, V(n) becomes more
negative with increasing n. Thus the interface is repelled
by the substrate. Conversely the interface is attracted if
adatom-adatom interactions are greater in magnitude.

If coexistence is approached from the high density si-de,

then it is possible that a film of low-density gas of thick-
ness n is encountered. As the temperature is raised, the
system can undergo a drying' transition 'at which the
thickness of the gas film diverges. The Hamiltonian of
such a system can also be put into the form of Eq. (2.1)
with

The SOS model is an obvious one to employ whenever
an interface exists. Since the interface to be described is
two dimensional, so is the lattice. On each of its sites ex-
ists an integer variable I1; & 0 which gives the height of the
interface above the substrate at the site i For tec.hnical
reasons, we take the lattice to be triangular. To facilitate
computation, we consider nearest-neighbor interactions
only so that the Hamiltonian is

H —pM=Q W(ih; —hJ i )
&ij)

+g V(h;) —(p —po)h;,

where M—:g,.h;, and po is the value of the chemical po-
tential at coexistence. W(h) is a monotonically increasing
function of h with 8'(0) =0. The first term, in which the
sum is over all distinct nearest-neighbor pairs, represents
the effect of the surface tension and is minimized when all
h; are the same. The second term represents the interac-
tion between the substrate and an interface a distance h;
above it at site i.

As is well known, the SOS model is a special case of the
lattice-gas model in which "islands" and "overhangs" are
forbidden. Thus the V(h;) is easily related to the interac-

V(n) = —g u +const .
m=1

Thus the SOS model can be used for either circumstance
provided that the interface potential is changed according-
ly.

Although V(h;) in Eq. (2.1) can be related to interac-
tions in a lattice gas, it need not be. That is, V(h;) can
equally well describe interactions which cannot arise in a
rigid lattice gas such as those induced by strain in a solid
f11111

20—22

We note here that there is a lack of consistency in treat-
ing V(h; ) as a long-range interaction while restricting the
first term in the Hamiltonian to nearest-neighbor interac-
tions. This restriction, which is necessary in order to
make the RG calculation tractable, is not a serious one in
terms of the physics of the problem, which only requires a
surface tension to resist the deformation of the surface.
The contribution of the long-range forces to the surface
tension is not important and is irrelevant in the RG
sense. However, the contribution of long-range forces to
the interaction between interface and substrate is relevant
and is included in our Hamiltonian. Other aspects of the
SOS model which must be recognized is that it has no
critical point at which the interface disappears and de-
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H = g H(h;, hJ ),
(~j&

with

(2.3a)

H(h;, hr)=8'(
~
h; —hr ~

)

scribes two phases only. The former is a defect when the
coexistence is between gas and liquid and the latter is a
defect when the coexistence is between gas and solid.

We apply to the model of Eq. (2.1) simple position-
space RG methods within a Migdal approximation. To
do this, we rewrite the Hamiltonian as a sum of terms as-

sociated with each bond between nearest-neighbor pairs

x'(h, k)=gx (h, m)x (m, k) gx (s', m) (2.9)

Q(x)/T =3 g 4 "ln(g'"')+3lngo,
n=l

(2.10a)

where the maximum Boltzmann weight on the nth itera-
tion is x'"'(s'"', s'"'). In the computations we approximat-
ed this expression by

The Gibbs potential per site, 0, can be obtained from the
constant piece g in the usual way in the form

+ [V(h;)+ V(h, ) —b p(h;+h, .)]/6

where hp=—p —pp. Note that

(2.3b)
Q(x)/T =3 g 4 "ln(g'"')+In(g'~')/4~

n=1

+31ngp . (2.10b)

H(h;, hj)=H(hj, h;) .

We denote the Boltzmann weight

gox (h, k) =exp[ H(h, k)—/T],

(2.4)

(2.5)

with go to be defined below. Equation (2.4) implies the
symmetry

x(h, k)=x(k, h) . (2.6)

We employ a scale factor b =2 and shift bonds such that
every other site can be decimated. This yields the simple
recursion relation

gx'(h, k) =g x (h, m)x (m, k) .
m

(2.7)

g=gx (s', m) (2.8)

Note that the symmetry of Eq. (2.6) is preserved. The
constant g is determined by the normalization which we
chose as follows. Let s be the value of h for which
x(h, h) is a maximum. [It is easy to see that this is the
largest value of x(h, k) in general. ] We initially set this
maximum weight to unity

x(s,s)=1 .

which defines go, and subsequently set the largest renor-
malized Boltzmann weight to unity. This largest weight
can occur for a different value of the height, s':

x'(s', s') = 1,
This condition determines g from Eq. (2.7) as

This amounts to summing, rather than truncating, the
series for n &m under the assumption that g'"' is in-

dependent of n for these n. Once the Gibbs potential is
determined, the film thickness l follows from l =RA/r}p.

As the column heights can, in principle, take on all
nonnegative integer values, the matrix x(h, k) is, again in
principle, of infinite order. In practice we restrict the
height variable h to the range 0&h &h,„which pro-
duces a finite Hamiltonian space, invariant under renor-
malization, of h,„(h,„+1)/2 nearest-neighbor cou-
plings. The initial values of these couplings depend on the
initial Hamiltonian Eq. (2.3). For the first term, we have
chosen the form IV(

~
h; —hj ~

)=
~
h; —hj ~, which sets

the energy of a step. For the potential V(h) we have
chosen

—A/h —8, h &0,
V'"'= o h=o (2.11)

The h behavior arises from the van der Waals forces in
the problem. Note that with this choice of the zero of po-
tential energy, —8 is given by the infinite sum of the po-
tential differences which appear in (2.2), where A is relat-
ed only to the long-range form of the difference. Conse-
quently, A and 8 can be of different sign if the relative
amplitude of the potentials at short distances is sufficient-

ly different from that at large distances. The constants A

and B can be related in some cases to the strength and
range parameters of the adsorbate-substrate interaction

@As,o.As, and adsorbate-adsorbate interaction eAA, O.AA.

For example, if we assume structureless adatoms and the
Lennard-Jones 6-12 form for these interactions, then

Pa~AA

3
3 AS

&AAlr~ ~~~ &~s(Ps~—~s)
~AA

3

3 29 3B=—pz ~AA 9O &A~a oAA—
AA

~AS(Ps~As ) ~As
3

29

'3

30—

(2.12)

where p~ and ps are the densities of the adsorbed film
and of the substrate. We stress that the above are merely
useful for interpreting some circumstances under which 2
and B might be positive or negative. There are others in

I
which these parameters are not given by the above. For
example, consider those situations in which the substrate
favors an adatom configuration in the first layer which
differs substantially, in symmetry perhaps, from the con-
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H(h;, hj)=
~

Ii; hj ~

+—[V(h;)+ V(hj) —hp(h;+hj )j/6

and

V(P) A//l B ~ A &0
0, h=0. (2.13)

III. RESULTS

A. Wet at zero temperature

In this regime, the interface potential Eq. (2.13) is
characterized by A &0 and B&0. The former ensures
that V(h) is a monotonically decreasing function of h for
h & 0 which has the consequence that layer n + 1 is ener-
getically more favorable than layer n. This property is re-
ferred to as "sequencing" in Ref. 1. The latter condition
has the consequence that the adsorption of an infinitely
thick wetting layer is energetically favorable to no adsorp-
tion at all. The result of the two together is that the sub-
strate is wet at zero temperature. In terms of the underly-

oo—J=5
+=4

2

R

Qp -O.4—2 = 2

figuration in bulk planes. (Nitrogen adsorbed on graphite
is such an example. ) In this case the difference in the
adsorption energies of adatoms at the surface and far
from the surface is —B. The mismatch between the ada-
tom configurations favored by the surface and the bulk
causes a barrier in V(h) whose height is parametrized by
A. Thus it is more profitable to consider A and B as
specifying the different kinds of interaction between sub-
strate and interface and to consider separately the cir-
cumstances under which the various values of A and B
arise.

In sum, we consider the initial Hamiltonian to be given
by

H = g H(h;, hj ),
(~j)

with

ing forces, these conditions have the interpretation that
the substrate-adatom forces dominate the adatom-adatom
forces. A first-principles calculations ' of V(h) in terms
of such forces can be used to define the conditions for
such dominance.

Away from coexistence, the chemical potential must be
taken into account. At zero temperature, the energy

g, [V(h; ) —hp h; ] can be minimized directly. One ob-
tains an infinite sequence of first-order transitions be-
tween different layers as coexistence is approached, with
the layer thickness l—:(h;) diverging as

~

b.p ~

' . The
RG equations display zero-temperature "sink" fixed
points, one associated with each layer. Such sinks are
characterized by the Boltzmann weights x (h, k)=0 ex-
cept for the single diagonal entry x*(n,n) =1, where n is
the integer closest to l. First-order transitions between
layers n and m are characterized by zero-temperature
discontinuity fixed points x'(h, k) =0 except for the two
diagonal entries x'(n, n) =x*(m, m) = l. At such points,
there is one relevant field in the chemical potential direc-
tion which has associated with it an eigenvalue y equal to
the dimensionality of the surface, y =2.

Each of the infinite sequence of first-order layer transi-
tions terminates at finite temperature at a critical point
(see Fig. 1). The fixed point characterizing the critical
point between layers m and n has the form x'(h, k)=0
except for the 2&&2 sub-block x'(n, n)=x"(m, m)=1,
x*(n,m)=x*(m, n)=0. 54. Note that there is an infinite
number of such points but that they all have the identical
form. Further, since only a 2&&2 sub-block of x*(h,k) is
nonzero, the transition is necessarily Ising-type.

As coexistence is approached, the sequence of layer crit-
ical temperatures approaches a limit temperature which
we find to be Ti & 1.9 (see Table I). Plausible arguments'
identify this teinperature with the roughening temperature
Tz of the bulk adsorbate, an identification which is sup-
ported by Monte-Carlo calculations' and a mean-field
scheme which incorporates roughening. ' To test this
identification within our RG approach, we need to identi-
fy the roughening temperature. As is well known, the
roughening transition is characterized by a fixed line
which attracts RG flows for T & TR and repels them oth-
erwise. There is a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition at Tz
itself. The Migdal approximation does not produce an ex-
act fixed line, but an approximate one to which
renormalization-group flows which originate at sufficient-
ly high temperatures are attracted. The flows are essen-
tially stationary for a large number of steps which de-

TABLE I. Critical temperatures and chemical potentials of
the transition between layers n and n +1.

-0.6—

-O.s I

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of a system wet at zero temperature.
Parameters in the potential of Eq. (2.13) are A =—2, A=1.5.
The coverages at low temperatures are noted, as is the roughen-
ing temperature T~.

2
3
4
5
9

14
19
39

1.66
1.68
1.70
1.72
1.764
1.790
1.804
1.832

—0.322
—0. 113
—0.051
—0.027

—4.9 &&
10-'

—1.3 ~10-'
—5.5 X 10
—6.5 ~10-'
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TABLE II. As a function of the inverse temperature K, we

display the values of g' ' and m, the smallest integer for which
the relative error in the approximation (2.10b) to the Gibbs po-
tential (2.10a) is of order 10 ' . The last column shows
b, = Ig' ' —g' "I, a measure of the rate of change at m.
Note that g' '=1 at the zero-temperature sink of the smooth
phase; g' '& 1 indicates roughening. The interface is assumed
to be at infinity.

g(m)

2.2—

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.55
0.54
0.53
0.52
0.51
0.50
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.4

6
7
7
8

11
16
19
23
26
24
23
22
22
21
21
20
16

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.07
1.40
1.52
1.60
1.66
1.72
1.78
1.84
2.15

4~10-'
1&&10-'
3 g10-'
1&&10-'
6x10-4
3X10-"
5 y. 10-'
5 X10-'
5 &&10-'

2. I

Thus the difference t(h) between the layer critical tem-
perature and the roughening temperature should behave as

- t (h) 1/t —-1n[hp(h)] I (3.3)

I I I I I I I a
0 5 I 0 15 20 25 30 ' 35 40

0

FIG. 2. Ratio R=hp(ho)/[(ho+1) —ho ] evaluated at
the critical temperature of the transition between layers ho and
ho+1 is plotted versus ho. The parameters in the potential are
A = —2, B=1.5. The value of R determined by energy con-
siderations above is —A =2.

t —1/( —lnb) (3.2)

The potential of our case, —A/h —8 —hp h, can be set
in the form of the above potential by expanding it about
the minimum at bp(h)=22/h to obtain b = —6A/h

pends on the temperature, but eventually they go to a
trivial sink. We define Tti operationally within the Mig-
dal approximation as follows. We calculate the free ener-

gy by following the renormalization of the constant part
of the Hamiltonian. For T& T~ the calculation of this
free energy converges to within machine accuracy while
the flows are still essentially stationary at the fixed line.
This definition of TIi is rather insensitive to the definition
of "machine accuracy" and "essentially stationary. " For
details, see Table II. The data there show that the Migdal
recursion relations indicate a roughening temperature at
T=1.9. This confirms the identification of the limit of
the layering critical points with 1~.

The way in which the layer critical temperatures ap-
proach the roughening temperature can be obtained from
the following. Consider a discrete Gaussian model i'n the
presence of a field which favors two heights h and h + 1

equally:

H=g (h; —hJ) +bg(h; —h ——,') . (3.1)
&~j&

For zero fields, the correlation length diverges as

g-exp(ct '~ ), t=T~ —T,
while at t =0,

b
—1 /2

so that the critical curve has the form

This indicates that the roughening temperature is some-
what above a naive linear extrapolation of the critical
temperatures. Also,

4-(
I
~p

I
)
'"

l6—
}

I
I

1
I

I
I

I

I4

I2

10

0'
2 4 6 8 IO

( g )- I /3

FIG. 3. The way in which the film thickness I diverges as
coexistence is approached at T=3 which, for this potential
A = —2, B=1.5, is above the wetting temperature, T =0, and
above the roughening temperature, T~ ——1.9. Calculated points
are shown. The solid line is the result expected from energy
considerations alone, I =(2A hp)'
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is an immediate consequence of the above.
In deriving Eq. (3.3), we assumed that the chemical po-

tential along the (h, h+ 1) first-order layer transition line

does not change with temperature and therefore is given

by its zero-temperature value. Our calculations show that
fluctuations only slightly modify this behavior quantita-
tively: Asymptotically the exponent, and even the ampli-

tude, remains unchanged. This is illustrated in Fig. 2

where the quantity bp(h)/[(A+I) —h ] is plotted

versus h at the layer critical temperatures for A = —2 and
8 = 1.5. Note that at T =0 this ratio equals —A. Figure
3 shows that this zero-temperature behavior also obtains
at temperatures even well above T~. There the relation
between film thickness and chemical potential is seen to
be the same as obtained from energy considerations alone;
i.e., I-(—hp) ' . This is in agreement with mean-field
theory. "Deviations occur only for very thin films.

Equation (3.3) predicts the layer critical temperatures to
approach the roughening temperature from below. This is

physically plausible and can be seen as follows. Include in
the Hamiltonian (3.1) a term hg, .h;, and define

point where the three phases, layer heights of 0, 1, and 2
meet. This point flows to a zero-temperature fixed point
x(h, k)* which vanishes everywhere except for the three
unit diagonal elements corresponding to the three dif-
ferent layers. There are two relevant scaling fields each
with eigenvalue y =2. As the magnitudes of 3 and 8 are
increased, the phase boundary between layers 0 and 1 be-
comes smaller and eventually disappears at a critical end
point. [A separatrix between RG's flows to the zero-layer
sink and one-layer sink is then observed as shown in Fig.
4(b). No singularities in the free energy are encountered
on crossing such a separatrix, of course. ] The shape of the
density-temperature phase boundary reflects the incipient
0-1 critical point. For

~
A ~, 8 larger than the step en-

ergy, the unfavorable layer 1 is statistically improbable
and the system behaves as if the basic step were between

layers 0 and 2, a double step which costs twice the energy
of a single step. 'As this double-step energy sets the scale
of the 0-2 critical point, its temperature is roughly twice
that of the transitions between successive layers. This
latter case is shown in Figs. 4(c) and (4e) and also in Fig.
1. The curvatures apparent in Fig. 1 are related to the en-

h(b, h)=(h; —h ——,
' ) .

It is reasonable to assume that

~
h(b„~)

~
)

~
h(b„a)

~

(3.4)

0
0.2i

0.5 I.O
I l

T
l .5 2.0 2.5 3.0

for b, &b2, reflecting the fact that the restriction on the
column heights becomes less stringent as b decreases and
that the magnitude of h (b, h) diverges as b decreases to 0.
Since the inequality (3.4) then also holds for the order pa-
rameter, the shifted film height in the limit of vanishing
b„it follows that the critical temperature increases as b

decreases, i.e., as the layer number goes up. This predic-
tion agrees with the results of Ref. 17 and can be tested in
those systems in which many-layer transitions have been
reported. ' It agrees with experimental results of solid
He on graphite. '

We next consider the question of whether all layers are
encountered as coexistence is approached or whether some
are missing. Such a case is shown in Fig. 1 where layer 1

is missing. It is easy to show that the particular sequence
of layers encountered depends upon the particular inter-
face potential. For the one we have chosen, Eq. (2.13),
simple energy arguments show that the only possible se-
quence is (O, n+l, n+2, . . . ) so that layers 1 to n are

missing. This sequence occurs at zero temperature when

I
A

~

/n &8& )
A

~

/(n+1) . (All layers occur for
8 &

~

A
~
). The appearance of the phase diagram depends

strongly on the magnitudes of 8 and A relative to the en-

ergy needed to create a step of unit height between succes-
sive layers, an energy which we have arbitrarily set to uni-
ty. Figure 4 shows results for the specific case in which
the initial layer transition at zero temperature is between
layers 0 and 2.

When
~

A
~

and 8 are small compared to the step ener-

gy [Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)], layer 1 is not seen at low tempera-
tures but appears at high temperatures. This is because
the entropy makes the energetically unfavorable layer 1

become free-energetically favorable for temperatures of
the order of V(1)—V(0)=V(1)—V(2). There is a triple

I.O—

~ O.2-

Cl
i o4

0.6—

0.8
0.2—

(e)

04—

0.6

—0

FIG. 4. (a) Transition between layers 0 and 2 is shown in
solid line in the Ap-T plane. Layer 1 appears above T = 1.5 and
there is a triple point. Dotted lines show separatrices in RCi
flow. Parameters in the potential are A = —0.1, B=0.075. (b)
Parameters of the potential are A =—0.175, B=0.131. Layer
1 no longer appears, but separatrices between RG flows to sinks
of layers 0, 1, and 2 are observed and are shown by dotted lines.
(c) Parameters of the potential are A = —2, B =1.5, as in Fig.
1. (d) Same transition as in (a) is shown in I-T plane. (e) Same
transition as in (c) is shown in l-T plane.
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tropics per unit area of each phase, s, and their
thicknesses 1 according to oo

dp

boundarydt

Sm S~

l —l„ (3.5)

The reasonable assumption that thicker films have more

entropy than thinner ones leads to the negative slopes ob-

served in the figure.
As the value of 8 is made smaller, more and more

layers disappear from the zero-temperature sequence. Fi-
nally as 8 changes sign, there is no longer an infinitely

thick wetting layer adsorbed at zero temperature.

—O. I—

B. Not wet at zero temperature

With the parameters A and 8 both negative, the inter-

face potential, Eq. (2.13), exhibits a potential barrier be-

tween no adsorption, V(0)=0, and adsorption of one

layer, V(1)=
~

2+8 ~. Beyond h =1, V(h) is inonoton-

ically decreasing to V( oo )=
~

8
~

. Thus the lowest ener-

gy state is one in which h is finite (zero for our particular
choice of potential) so that the substrate is not wet at zero
temperature. However, once the barrier to adsorption of
one layer has been overcome entropically, adsorption of
an infinitely thick wetting layer is more probable than

that of a finite layer. Thus a first-order-wetting transition

takes place.
The RG calculation in this regime involves only one

new fixed point, that which describes the first-order wet-

ting. Due to the first-order nature of the transition, the

fixed point is an ordinary discontinuity fixed point be-

tween two layers, one with a finite layer number and the

other with what should be an infinite layer number. In

our approximate calculation in which column heights can-

not exceed some cutoff value h,„,the "wetting layer"

number increases linearly with this cutoff. Its precise

value depends upon the conditions imposed at the artifi-

cial boundary at h,„.The phase diagram encountered

depends upon whether the wetting temperature T~ is

lower than TIi (layering subregime) or higher than Tz
(prewetting subregime).

1. Layering subregime and the low-temperature series

A typical example of a phase diagram in this subregime

is shown in Fig. 5 for A = —1 and 8=—0.1. Transi-

tions between low layer numbers have been replaced by a
single first-order transition ending in a critical point
which is Ising-type. This is completely analogous to what

is seen in Fig. 4, where the two transitions 0-1 and 1-2 are
replaced by a single transition. Near coexistence, first-
order transitions occur between higher layers which have
sufficiently small energy differences so that entropy con-
siderations make such transitions free-energetically
favored. At high temperatures, these transitions end in

critical points with T~ as a limit; at low temperature they
end in triple points with Tn as a limit. The location of
the first-order wetting temperature can be obtained from a
low-temperature series expansion. This expansion is most
easily generated by considering the Gibbs potential

Q(p, T) defined by

W

—0.0 [—

FIG. 5. Phase diagram for a system with a first-order wet-

ting transition at a temperature below the roughening tempera-

ture. Potential parameters are A = —1, 8 =—0.1.

exp[NQ(bp, T}]/T= g expI [F(M, T) —bpM)/T—J,
M=0

where N is the number of lattice sites of the SOS model,

and F(M, T) is the Helmholtz free energy of a system

with fixed total column height

We assume that the sum is dominated by those terms in
which the total column height is either equal to Mo ——Nn,
with n integer, or equal to MD+1. Further, the free ener-

gy F(M, T) is approximated by the energy F(M, O}. With
these assumptions,

Q„(bIJ„T)=V(n)+n hp—
+T expI —[V(n +1)—V(n)+6 hp)/TI-
+T exp I

—[V(n —1)—V(n) +6+b p]/T J

where the factor of 6 is the number of nearest neighbors

of the triangle lattice. Using the explicit form of the po-
tential V and assuming 1«n and hp-A/n «1, we

simplify this to

Q„(hp,T)=A/n +8+nhIJ, +2Te

If n =0, however, which refers to the bare substrate, then

only the term M =0, and the value 1 are included in the
sum so that

At a first-order transition between the bare substrate and

a film n layers thick, the Gibbs potentials Q„(hp,T) and

Qo(bp, T} are equal while their first derivatives are not.
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The equality of the potentials yields the transition tem-
perature T„(hp) 0'

Tm g Tu8 ~p
T.(hp)=T~ 1+

6n2 8 6 8 (3.6)
-0.)—

h,p. -0.2-
where T is the first-order wetting temperature which
occurs for hp=0 andn —+ oo,

T~=6/(ln(12/
~

8
~
)+1nt 1 ——,

'
exp[(A +8)/6] I ) . (3 7)

-0.3—

0-
c(Tw- T

T T„=T~A—~' hp /2~8
~

(3.8)

As can be seen from Eq. (3.7), the first-order-wetting

temperature increases as the parameter B becomes more
negative. Eventually, one can make T of the order of, or
exceed, the roughening temperature T~. In this case there
is.no longer an infinite series of layering transitions, but
only a simple thin-film —thick-film line of first-order
transitions. This defines the prewetting subregime.

2. Prewetting subregime

The line of first-order transitions between thin and
thick films is called the prewetting line. Away from coex-
istence, this line ends in an ordinary two-dimensional Is-
ing critical point. It approaches the coexistence line as

T T —[hp /'~'—
just as in the layering subregime [cf. Eq. (3.8)]. Again
this result follows from thermodynamics and the form of
the van der Waals potential. The first-order-wetting tem-
perature is again given rather well by Eq. (3.7). Figure 6
shows an example of a phase diagram in this regime for
the case A =—3 and B =—0.3. The same results plotted
as

~
hp

~

~ versus (T—T ) is also shown in the figure.
The parameter A hardly affects the location of T~ as can
be seen from Eq. (3.7), but it does affect the location of
the prewetting critical point. As A is made less negative,

We note that this expression depends only weakly on the
parameters of the potential.

It is interesting to observe that the difference in Gibbs
potentials —[Q„(hp,T)—Qc(hp, T)] can be written in
precisely the same form as the energy difference
V(n) —V(0) —n hp = —A /n 8 n—hp—, but with a
temperature-dependent B; that is,

—[Q„(hp,T) —Qp(hp, T)]= —A /n 2 —8(T)—n hp,
where B(T)=B+2Te ~ [1——,'e'"+ '~ ]. Just as

~

8
~

is the difference between the energies of the absolute and
local minima at zero and infinite coverages, so 8 is the
difference between the local maxima of the Gibbs poten-
tials. A first-order transition occurs when this difference
vanishes.

From Eq. (3.6) for T„(hp)we can immediately deter-
mine that the slope of the line of first-order transitions be-
tween 0 and n layers is given by d(hp)/dr =6

~

8
~

/T n
and vanishes as coexistence is approached and n diverges.
This is in accord with the general thermodynamic relation
Eq. (3.5). Moreover, since hp=2A/n at low tempera-
tures, this equation can be integrated to yield

0.2—
I I

FIG. 6. Phase diagram for a system in prewetting subregime
is shown with T as a function of hp, and

~
hp

~

~'. Near coex-
istence, it is a straight line in the latter, with slope c, a constant.
Potential parameters are A = —3, B = —0.3.

the length of the prewetting line shrinks. This is clearly
seen by comparing Figs. 6 and 7. In the latter, A has been
reduced by a factor of 3 and 8 has been adjusted so that
T~ is unchanged.

The next region of interesting behavior occurs when A

actually changes sign, so that V(h) is nonsequencing.
This is the region in which critical wetting is expected to
occur if it occurs at all.

3. Critical wetting subregime

The potential V(h) in this regime is characterized by a
monotonic increase with h for large h. With our choice,
Eq. (2.13), A is positive. This arises from a physical situ-
ation in which thicker films are always more expensive
energetically than thinner ones. The film thickness will
increase with temperature for entropic reasons. The cru-
cial question is whether the increased entropy outweighs
the increased energy. If so, critical wetting can occur; if
not, critical wetting cannot occur. It has been shown via
RG arguments that critical wetting can occur if the forces
are short ranged, and we have verified this using our
SOS inodel. However, for the experimentally interesting
case of long-range forces, we have found that critical wet-
ting is not possible. All of our results for interactions of
whatever form are consistent with a Helmholtz potential
per site of the form

F(T,h)/N = V(h) —TIS(ao )—Cexp[ —h/g(T)]I+
(3.9)

where terms which vanish more rapidly with h have been

0

—0.2—

-0.3
FIG. 7. Phase diagram for a system in the prewetting sub-

regime. Potential parameters are A =—1, 8=—0.24.
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ignored. In this expression S( oo ) is a constant, C can be
temperature dependent, and g(T) a length which is a
linear function of temperature. Minimization of F(T,h)
yields the equilibrium film thickness l(T). In particular,
we find no critical wetting for long-range potentials of the

OH11

—iA i/h —B, h)0,
0, h=0. (3.10)

As noted earlier, van der Waals forces correspond to
0 =2. Strain in a solid film gives rise to a potential of the
above form ' with 0 =1. The results of this section can
also be obtained from a low-temperature series expansion
as shown in the Appendix.

Although there is no wetting transition with potentials
of the form of Eq. (3.10},there can be a first-order transi-
tion from a thin film to a finitely thick film at coexistence.
A line of such transitions extends into the hp-T plane
much like a prewetting line. The difference is that, in this
case, the thick film remains of finite thickness even at
coexistence. A thermodynamic consequence of this is that
the slope of the first-order line approaches coexistence
with a finite slope, which can be obtained from Eq. (3.5).

Whether there is or is not such a first-order jump in the
film thickness depends on the parameters A and B. We
find that for B positive, there is such a transition for suf-
ficiently large positive A, whereas if B is negative, there is
such a transition for all A.

Lastly, we briefly discuss the applicability of our results
obtained in an SOS model to lattice-gas models or experi-
mental systems. One feature of the latter which is not
contained in the SOS model is the variation in the density
of the adsorbed and bulk phases with temperature, a vari-
ation which becomes quite large as a liquid-gas critical
point is approached. As noted earlier, the SOS model
does not contain such a point. However, the manner in
which the model can be modified to include these entropic
effects is already indicated in Sec. III Bl. There we noted
that the difference in Gibbs potentials —[Q„(bp, T}

Qo(bp, T)] ha—d the same form as the zero-temperature
energy difference V(n) —V(0)—n b p but with a
temperature-dependent 8. This temperature dependence
arises from the entropic effects of the interface, which are
described by the SOS model. This suggests that those en-

tropic effects which are not explicitly included in the SOS
model can be implicitly included by replacing the poten-
tial V(h) by an effective one with temperature-dependent
constants A and B Furthe. rmore, from our remarks
above, it follows that the equilibrium properties can be ob-
tained from a minimization of Eq. (3.9) with the effective
potential replacing V(h). Such entropic effects, which do
not arise from the interface or its fluctuations can also
bring about a wetting transition. For example, assume
the long-range form of the effective potential is of the
form

V, (h, T)= —A, (T)lh C, (T)lh'
~
B,(T—)

~

with ~&o. and A, positive, as in the discussion above,
only for T less than To and negative for T greater than
To. C, is assumed to be of one sign. If C, were positive,
a first-order transition could take place above To. If C,

were negative a continuous transition would take place at
Tp at coexistence. Writing A, ( T)= —

~

a
~
t, with

t =T—To we see that t plays the same role in this transi-
tion as the chemical potential difference plays as coex-
istence is approached above T~." The critical properties
can be obtained in the same way as in that case treated in
Sec. IIIA. We find that the field b of Eq. (3.1) behaves
like b= ~t ~'+ ' ' 'sothat

b
—1j2

=
~

t
~

", v=(v+2)/2(r —0) .

The behavior of the film thickness follows from a minimi-
zation of (3.9)

~

t
~

—1/(~ cr)—
from which one obtains the behavior of the free energy,
also from (3.9)

f
~

t ~, a=(7 20)/—(r—0) .

These results are completely analogous to those obtained
in Ref. 11.

IV. SUMMARY

The global nature of the phase diagram of an adsorbed
system and the particular question of whether that phase
diagram contains a wetting transition both depend upon
the interface potential V(h), but in different ways. The
existence and nature of the wetting transition depend sole-

ly on the asymptotic behavior of V(h). From what is al-
ready known about this potential, and from the work
above, the following general statements can be made.

(1) There can be no wetting transition along the gas-
solid or liquid-solid phase boundaries as coexistence is ap-
proached from the low-density side. This follows from
the fact that V(h), in the case of solid films, is attractive
and falls off ' like 1/h and that for such potentials
there can be no wetting (Sec. III B3). There can exist tran-
sitions between thin and very thick films, of course, which
would be experimentally difficult to distinguish from wet-

ting. We believe that the transition on the solid-gas phase
boundary which has recently been reported as a wetting
transition in the CF4/graphite system is, in fact, of this
type

(2) The mechanism we have studied, in which wetting is
brought about by interface fluctuations can only produce
a first-order wetting transition along the gas-liquid coex-
istence line; it cannot produce a continuous wetting. This
follows from the fact that, in the case of liquid films,
V(h) falls off like 1/h . Whether the potential is attrac-
tive or repulsive depends on the relative strengths of the
adatom-adatom and adatom-substrate potentials. For
strong substrates, V(h) will be repulsive, and it should be
possible to observe a first-order wetting. For weak sub-
strate potentials, V(h) should be attractive so that inter-
face fluctuations cannot produce wetting. However, sim-

ple entropic effects which are unrelated to interface fluc-
tuations, such as the temperature dependence of the liquid
density, can produce wetting along the gas-liquid coex-
istence.
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(3) There can be a continuous wetting at the triple
point. '" 35 This follows from the fact that, for very strong
substrates, we expect that the wetting transition on the
gas-liquid coexistence, which would take place at a very
low temperature, will be preempted by the formation of
solid. In this case the substrate is wet by the liquid as the
gas-liquid phase boundary is approached at any tempera-
ture between the triple temperature T, and the gas-liquid
critical point, so that there is no wetting transition in this
temperature range. However, since the substrate cannot
be wet by the solid at any temperature below T„the triple
temperature itself must play the role of the wetting tem-
perature. ' At this temperature, the wetting transition
is continuous but is not critical wetting; the behavior of
the film as T, is approached is precisely the same as in
the approach to any other point on the gas-liquid coex-
istence curve. In particular the film thickness diverges as

~
bp

~

' . As
~
bp

~

and r, —T are linearly related
along a smooth path approaching T„onealso finds that
the thickness diverges as (T,—T) ' This triple-point
wetting appears to be common.

The global phase diagram depends on V(h) for all h,
not just its asymptotic value. If V(h) is initially a de-

creasing function of h, as in Sec. III A, we expect a series
of layer transitions. The long-range attractive part of
V(h) due to strain will have the effect of making the
number of layer transitions finite instead of infinite. If
the strain is small, the layer transitions will be cut off at a
very large layer number. As transitions between such
thick films are difficult to observe experimentally, there
would be little effect observationally. Similarly, in cases
in which V(h) has an initial barrier, we expect a first-
order thin-thick film transition as in Sec. III B 1. The ef-
fect of a strain would be to make the thick film finite at
coexistence, and the line of first-order transitions ap-
proach coexistence with a finite slope. The general form
of the phase diagram would be qualitatively similar to
that of Fig. 5 or 6.

In conclusion, from a knowledge of the interface poten-
tial V(h), which can be calculated from first principles in
some simple cases, much can be said with certainty con-
cerning a possible wetting transition, and much can be an-
ticipated about the global phase diagram.
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APPENDIX

We use a low-temperature series expansion to determine
the temperature at which a transition from n to n+1
layers is made at coexistence, hp=O. An expansion of
the Gibbs potential assuming layer n to give the dominant
contribution can be written

exp[NQ„(0,T)/T] =exp[ NV—(n)/T]Z(n),

where Z (n) is the partition function in which energies are
measured with respect to V(n) Si.milarly, an expansion
about layer n + 1 can be written

exp [NQ„+~(0, T) /T) =exp[ NV—(n + 1 ) /T]Z (n + 1) .

There are two kinds of terms in Z(n+1). First are
those, representing fluctuations about an interface at layer
n+1, which have counterparts in Z(n) representing the
same configuration of fluctuations about an interface at
layer n. For temperatures small compared with the step
energy and for potentials such that V/T is also small,
these terms can be ignored for algebraic potentials.
Second are the terms representing fluctuations about an
interface at layer n+. 1 which have no counterpart in
Z(n). These are terms involving excursions of the inter-
face all the way to the substrate. The simplest such fluc-
tuation has a Boltzmann weight
exp [ V(n + 1)—6(n + 1)]/T, where 6 is the number of
nearest neighbors of the triangular lattice. If we keep
such terms, the difference in Gibbs potentials can be writ- .

ten
—[Q„+,(O, T)—Q„(O,T)]=V(n +1)—V(n)

Te [v(n+1)—6(n+ 1.)]/T+. . .
which has the form

—5Q(n) =5E(n) —T 5S(n),

where 5S depends exponentially on n. The transition tem-
perature T(n) is determined by setting 5Q=O. For large
n, [V(n+1)—6(n+1)]~—6n as V(ao) is finite. Thus
T(n) is a solution of

1 dV
T(n) dn
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For a long-range potential, T(n) increases as n 1/n(n),
suggesting that there is no finite critical wetting tempera-
ture, T(oo). For short-ranged potentials, the analysis is
considerably more involved, and we simply state the result
that finite wetting temperatures are obtained.
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